MAP Trainings Available for Sites During the 2014-2015 School Year

PROCTORING THE TEST – Refresher

It is important that all staff who will be giving the MAP test this year have a quick refresher in how to give the assessment.

Options for the Training:

SCHOLOGY: A sample agenda, power point with notes and all handouts for sites to use.

TRAINING of TRAINERS: Sites can send up to 3 people to a 2 hour hands on training at the district office. Trainings will be held in the Digital Edge on the following days/times:

- Session 1: August 11th from 9am to 11am (ERO #1532317001)
- Session 2: August 11th from 1pm to 3pm (ERO #1532317002)
- Session 3: August 25th from 4pm to 6pm (ERO #1532317003)
- Session 4: August 27th from 4pm to 6pm (ERO #1532317004)

UNDERSTANDING YOUR DATA

It is important for sites to make sure all teachers understand the new cut points/proficiency levels for the MAP assessments and what they mean in terms of the Common Core State Standards.

SCHOLOGY: By August 11th, we will post a sample agenda, power point with notes and all handouts for sites to use. Sites conduct the training

PRIMARY Data

For sites giving, due to conflicts we will not be doing training in September. More information will be posted in September about training and support available for primary testing.

SCHOOL SITE DATA CONVERSATIONS

After each round of testing, time should be set aside for grade/course level collaboration around the data. Focus of these conversations could be:

CLOSING THE CYCLE: Session examines student performance between two data points (fall to fall, fall to winter, fall to spring, etc).

STUDENT GOAL SETTING: Session would look at how to use MAP results to set goals with students/classes and how to use the goals to help drive instruction.

Options for the Conversations:

SCHOLOGY: By August 31st, we will post a sample agenda, power point with notes and all handouts for sites to use for both of the data conversation types listed above.

DISTRICT SUPPORT: Someone from AEP can come out during Thursday collaboration time and help the principal facilitate the conversation. Priority will be given to sites with new principals. To schedule this please contact Susan at sgreen@sanjuan.edu or call 971-7992.

To JOIN SCHOLOGY GROUP: CODE is XJWP5-83G44